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Introduction 

With today’s explosive growth in homeschooling, I am frequently asked about 
how to create a portfolio that captures a year of homeschooling adventures. 
These days are precious to parent and child alike, and the experiences and 
memories deserve to be collected and preserved for both future enjoyment and 
as educational records. In this book, I have gathered resources, ideas, forms, 
and fun ideas, all to create a user-friendly guide, full of tools that will make it 
simple for you to create a remarkable portfolio that captures your child’s year of 
learning. 

For many parents, the concept of preparing a portfolio for each year of learning 
can be intimidating, but it doesn’t need to be. This can be a fun and rewarding 
adventure! Whether you want to create a portfolio simply to capture the year of 
learning as a keepsake or for a school record or evaluation, the pages that follow 
have been created just for you. 

You will find a collection of forms in this guide, and you will be able to use them 
over and over again through the years ahead. To get started, read through the 
sections that follow, and then jump in and choose the elements that you would 
like to include in your child’s portfolio. You will find quite a variety of possible 
elements in the following pages, and they are interactive. This means that you 
can fill in the forms on your computer, then either print the completed pages or 
save them in digital form. 

This book has been developed to give parents confidence in their preparation of 
a school-year portfolio for their child/children. Whether you’re required to submit 
a portfolio or not, there are some wonderful benefits to building a portfolio.  

• It’s fun to complete with the kids, providing enjoyable moments of
remembering and review.

• It serves as a useful source of information when the kids are older and you
need details for a college and/or scholarship application (such as
community service hours—what they did, when, and where, would be
captured on a log in a portfolio for that child).

• It captures the extracurricular activities details (drama, music, sports,
scouting, etc.).

Now go ahead—jump in! 

NOTE: These portfolio preparation tips are not designed to meet any particular 
state’s requirements for portfolios. If your state has specific requirements for 
portfolio content and format, find those up front and incorporate them into 
your planning. 
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Content Ideas 

Academics 

• List of studies undertaken
o For each unit study, summarize what was learned about:

 People.
 Places.
 Events.
 Time frame.

o Include:
 List of resources—people, websites, videos, etc.
 List of books used/read.

 Samples of some work done.
 Most memorable information.
 DNG completion certificate.
 A favorite lapbook.
 Academic scope and sequence for each study. (More

information on developing an academic scope and sequence
is provided in the next section.)

• Writing/language arts summaries: Include books used, pages
completed, grades if required or desired, along with samples. See the
Academic Details form in the Appendix.

• Mathematics summaries: List books used, pages completed, grades if
required or desired, along with samples.

• Calendar: Include a little paragraph each year that says something about
your family’s lifestyle of learning and that instruction and learning occurs
365 days a year. Then, include a one-page, full-year calendar (available
from many online sites) and check off all “official” school days each month.

• Standardized testing results: If available, include your child’s
standardized test results, such as the Iowa Test or CAT, PSAT, SAT, or
ACT.

Your notes: 
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